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Abstract
Temporal alignment of videos is an important requirement of tasks such as video compar-
ison, analysis and classification. In the context of action analysis and action recognition,
the main guiding element for the temporal alignment are the human actions depicted in
the videos. While well-established alignment algorithms such as dynamic time warping
are available, they still heavily rely on basic linear cost models and heuristic parameter
tuning. Inspired by the success of the hidden Markov support vector machine for pairwise
alignment of protein sequences, in this thesis we present a novel framework which combines
the flexibility of a pair hidden Markov model (PHMM) with the effective parameter train-
ing of the structural support vector machine (SSVM). The framework extends the scoring
function of SSVM to capture the similarity of two input frame sequences and introduces
suitable feature and loss functions. During learning, we leverage these loss functions for
regularised empirical risk minimisation and effective parameter selection.
We have carried out extensive experiments with the proposed technique (nicknamed as
EHMM-SSVM) against state-of-the-art algorithms such as dynamic time warping (DTW)
and generalized canonical time warping (GCTW) on pairs of human actions from four well-
known datasets. The results show that the proposed model has been able to outperform
the compared algorithms by a large margin in terms of alignment accuracy.
In the second part of this thesis we employ our alignment approach to tackle the task of
human action recognition in video. This task is highly challenging due to the substantial
variations in motion performance, recording settings and inter-personal differences. Most
current research focuses on the extraction of effective features and the design of suitable
classifiers. Conversely, in this thesis we tackle this problem by a dissimilarity-based ap-
proach where classification is performed in terms of minimum distance from templates and
where the distance is based on the score of our alignment model, the EHMM-SSVM. In
turn, the templates are chosen by means of prototype selection techniques from the avail-
able samples of each class. Experimental results over two popular human action datasets
iii
have showed that the proposed approach has been capable of achieving an accuracy higher
than many existing methods and comparable to a state-of-the-art action classification al-
gorithm.
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